
Discovery  - Year 6 Week 4
Use this document to guide you through your daily discovery learning.



Monday – Discovering Mexico

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qhcfRh4zakI

Watch this clip from the movie Coco.

How does the emotion and atmosphere change from the 
beginning of the clip compared to the end? Write a 
paragraph explaining your reasoning. Remember to use 
examples from the video.

Using what you know about Mexico, explain how you know 
this movie is about Mexican culture. Use examples from the 
videos to help you explain. 

Use the trailer video to help you.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Ga6RYejo6Hk



Tuesday – Spanish!

We are going to continue to learn 
how to count to 10 in Spanish.

Watch the video and practice 
your pronunciation

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=CWcbJWNfk5I

1 – uno
2 – dos
3 – tres
4 – cuatro
5 – cinco
6 – seis
7 - siete
8 – ocho
9 – nueve
10 - diez

Lat week, you learnt how to 
count to ten in Spanish. 

Use the poster you made to 
continue practising them as 
tomorrow you will do some 
maths using these Spanish 
numbers



Wednesday – Spanish!

Here are the Spanish words for some 
mathematical operations. Use them to 
answer the following calculations. You can 
write the answers in English.

multiplica - multiply
resta - subtraction
suma - addition

1. Seis multiplica tres

2. Nueve multiplica seis

3. Cuatro multiplica ocho

4. Cinco suma ocho suma diez

5. Ocho suma seis resta tres

6.    Siete multiplica dos resta tres

7. Nueve multiplica nueve

8. Seis multiplica siete resta diez

9. Diez multiplica diez

10. Cuatro suma siete suma cinco resta diez

11. Diez suma ocho suma ocho suma ocho suma ocho



Thursday– Day of the Dead

Look at this picture of people celebrating 
the Day of the Dead. There are lots of 
things that could e described in detail, 

such as the make-up, the outfits, the hats, 
the decorations, the people’s feelings and 

much more!

YOUR TASK: Write sentences to describe the image using expanded noun 
phrases. Try to think about emotions as well as what you can see. 
Minimum 10 sentences.
e.g. 
The grief stricken lady thought deeply about her grandfather.

Their highly decorated faces had solemn expressions.



Friday – Escher Art!

https://kids.britannica.com/kids/article/MC-Escher/477132

Read this information about the famous artist Escher. Escher created many famous 
tessellation works of art.

What is tessellation?
Definition: The process of fitting shapes together in a pattern with no 

spaces in between. 

Look at the next page to 
find out how to create 
your own Escher style 
tessellation artwork!

https://kids.britannica.com/kids/article/MC-Escher/477132


Watch my instruction  video to see how to create 
your tessellation step by step! You can create any 
face you like. Maybe your face can change facial 

expression or mood too! 


